This paper presents a framework based on merging a binary integer programming technique with a genetic algorithm. The framework uses both lower and upper bounds to make the employed mathematical formulation of a problem as tight as possible. For problems whose optimal solutions cannot be obtained, precision is traded with speed through substituting the integrality constrains in a binary integer program with a penalty. In this way, instead of constraining a variable with binary restriction, is considered as real number between 0 and 1, with the penalty of (1 − ), in which is a large number. Values not near to the boundary extremes of 0 and 1 make the component of (1− ) large and are expected to be avoided implicitly. The nonbinary values are then converted to priorities, and a genetic algorithm can use these priorities to fill its initial pool for producing feasible solutions. The presented framework can be applied to many combinatorial optimization problems. Here, a procedure based on this framework has been applied to a scheduling problem, and the results of computational experiments have been discussed, emphasizing the knowledge generated and inefficiencies to be circumvented with this framework in future.
Introduction
Combinatorial optimization problems are widespread. They include important instances like network design, job shop scheduling, flow shop scheduling, quadratic assignment, protein alignment, resource-constrained project scheduling, vehicle routing, and many other problems.
In general, the solution strategies used to solve these problems are mainly classified into exact and heuristic methods. Whereas the well-known examples of exact methods are binary integer programming techniques, effective instances of heuristics are genetic algorithms.
One of the endeavours in integrating binary integer programming with genetic algorithm is the one reported in [1] , and another work, with respect to this integration, has been reported in [2] . Moreover, there are several other general works related to integrating integer, and not necessarily binary integer, programming with genetic algorithm including those presented in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Emphasizing that binary integer programs are very difficult to solve, and their execution times grow exponentially, in [1] , a genetic-binary combinatorial algorithm has been presented with a method called "change-zero and addone." In [2] , the combination of a binary integer program with a genetic algorithm has been used for the monitoring, controlling, and protecting of power systems.
In this paper, we present a general framework based on the integration of a binary integer programming technique and a genetic algorithm. The framework converts a binary integer programming problem to a quadratic programming formulation and then by using a genetic algorithm revises the solution obtained by the quadratic programming technique.
The presented framework is called QGA in which Q and GA stand for quadratic programming and genetic algorithm, respectively. In the QGA, the employed genetic algorithm fine-tunes an infeasible solution produced by a quadratic programming technique, which itself solves a relaxed binary integer programming problem. In the corresponding binary integer programming problem, the integrality constrains of binary variables are relaxed, in the sense that they are allowed to be in the range between 0 and 1.
When the integrality constraint is relaxed and a binary variable is considered as a real number between 0 and 1, a penalty of (1 − ), in which is a large number, is added 2 Advances in Operations Research to the minimization objective function. These penalties are aimed at preventing those values not near to 0 or 1 from being selected, as (1 − ) becomes large for those values of which are not near to 0 or 1. The produced nonbinary values are then fine-tuned through a genetic algorithm and is converted to a feasible solution.
The QGA is also equipped with a tree search aimed at finding a lower and upper bound for tightening the binary integer programming formulation of the problem. In the cases where the computed lower and upper bounds are equal, the optimal solution has already been obtained and no binary integer programming formulation is required to be generated.
The QGA is a general algorithm which can be applied to many combinatorial optimization problem. Because architecting effective software applications for project scheduling is of prime importance [9] , upon the development of the QGA, as a general solution strategy, the Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) has been applied. As an NP-hard problem, the RCPSP is simply defined as minimizing the duration of a project which includes several activities each requiring a number of scarce resources. All resources are renewable and, during the execution of the project, the availability of each resource is constant.
Each activity has a set of predecessors as well as certain duration and can start only when all of its predecessors have been completed. Preemption is not allowed in the sense that when an activity starts, it should be completed without any interruption. Two starting and ending activities which require no resources and have zero duration represent the starting and ending of the project, respectively. Figure 1 shows a sample resource-constrained project and Figure 2 depicts its optimal schedule. Unlike heuristics, integer programming, as a systematic search technique, cannot be applied to real-sized problems. Heuristics provided for the RCPSP are categorically diverse. Priority rules comprise a large portions of early heuristic strategies for the RCPSP, and an extensive survey on these methods has been provided in [10] . Priorities are simply converted to a solution through a serial or parallel schedule generation scheme. The first scheme has been presented in [11] , and the second one has been developed by Brooks and published in [12] . A survey on serial and parallel schedule generation schemes has been provided in [13] . Also a survey on deterministic project scheduling has been provided in [14] and extended in [15] .
Regardless of whether a schedule is constructed by the serial or parallel schedule generation scheme, the schedule can be double justified for possible improvement [16] . By double justification, the authors mean the left and right justification. The concept of the left and right justified schedules dates back to sixties and was used towards facilitating the computation of slack values of activities in the presence of resource constraints [17] .
Based on right and left justification of activities, the iterative forward/backward scheduling technique presented in [18] iteratively applies serial forward and backward scheduling for several times. In effect, double justification mentioned is an improvement over this iterative forward/backward scheduling technique. Also nearly the same as double justification, in [19] , a technique has been presented which, for improving a schedule, uses a backward scheduling followed by a forward schedule. In [15] , the notion of "forwardbackward improvement" has been used to refer to both approaches presented in [16, 19] .
Point-based and population-based algorithms comprise two main categories of heuristics, referred to as local searches and evolutionary algorithms, respectively. A key point with the efficiency of these two categories of algorithms in solving the RCPSP is the concept of encoding or representation. In this regard, the standardized random key representation presented in [20] is of prime importance. This representation, which is an improvement over the representation presented in [21] , assigns the same order to activities which have started at the same time.
Heuristics and systematic searches, despite being traditionally used in two different contexts, can cooperate to provide better solution strategies. In this cooperation, a heuristic can use information generated in the middle of a systematic search to steer the search more effectively.
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The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the related work with respect to the RCPSP, and Section 3 discusses the QGA and its application to the RCPSP. Computational experiments are presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides concluding remarks and future directions for improving the framework.
Related Work
The related work is presented in two subsections. The first subsection discusses the related work to the integer linear programming formulation of the RCPSP, and the second subsection reviews the corresponding heuristics.
Integer Linear Programming Formulation of the RCPSP.
The basic discrete time formulation provided for the RCPSP was presented in [22] and its disaggregated version was late provided in [23] . These two formulations have been compared in [24] , and their difference has been highlighted.
The results indicate that formulating precedence constraints makes the LP relaxation of the second formulation tighter than that of the first one.
Based on a linear programming formulation, a procedure has been presented in [25] which can be considered as an improvement over the procedure developed in [26] . This improved procedure tightens the initial formulation of the linear programs by an effective constraint propagation mechanism and consequently solves the linear programming formulation obtained. In this procedure, an RCPSP instance is described through a set of starting times for activities, with the constraints being actively propagated to reduce the combinatorial effort needed to find the starting times.
As another effective method, we can name the linear programming formulation provided in [27] which has been further strengthened in [28] by additionally considering a time window for each activity. Defined based on a hypothetical upper bound as well as the heads and tails of activities, these time windows make formulation highly effective. In this method, a constraint propagation mechanism has been used to facilitate the search process.
In [29] , constraint programming is performed as a preprocessing step for a linear program that relaxes integrality constraints, adding valid linear inequalities to the resulting relaxation towards strengthening the bound.
The flow-based continuous formulations presented in [30] [31] [32] , as three effective formulations for the RCPSP, have been compared with one another in [24] . In the first formulation, variables include (i) the starting time variables, which show the starting time of activates, (ii) sequential binary variables indicating whether an activity is processed after another activity, and (iii) flow variables indicating the amount of a particular resource transferred from one activity to another.
On the other hand, in the second formulation, which is based on rectangle packing, an effective insertion technique is used. Unlike the first two formulations, the third formulation is limited to handling projects requiring no more than 2 scarce resources.
After making these comparisons, the authors in [24] have presented two linear programming formulations which work based on the concept of event, namely, Start/End and On/Off. Unlike both discrete time and flow-based formulations, in event-based formulations, the emphasis is on indexing variables based on events. The number of events cannot exceed the number of activities plus one. In their Start/End formulation, the left-shift rule is exploited in the sense that the starting time of an activity beginning after time zero should coincide with the finishing time of another activity.
In their Start/End formulation, two types of binary variables have been used representing whether each activity starts and ends at an event, respectively, assuming that each activity starts at an event and ends at another event. Resource conservation constraints enforce activities which end at an event to release the resources they have taken and activities which start at an event to seize their required resources.
In their On/Off formulations, on the other hand, only one type of binary variables has been used, representing whether, in an event, an activity starts or is still in-process. As well as these single-type binary variables, a single continuous variable is used to show the end of the project. The same within the Start/End formulation, in this formulation, the starting time of each event is shown with a continuous variable.
An unintentionally omitted part of the aforementioned Start/End formulation has been identified in [33] and then it has been added to the formulation. Without this part, there could be chances for an activity to end without even being started.
In comparison with formulations indexed by time or flow, event-based formulations have the advantage of being involved with a smaller number of variables. That is why these formulations work well for projects whose scheduling horizon is comparatively long [24] . Interestingly, the authors, based on their computational experiments, emphasized that discrete time formulation is still one of the best formulations possible and that they work better than other formulations on many instances. That is why in our paper, the discrete time formulation has been adopted.
Corresponding Heuristics.
In this subsection, we classify heuristics for the RCPSP into three classes of point-based heuristics, population-based heuristics, and others. Pointbased heuristics simply maintain and manipulate a single solution in each stage, whereas population-based heuristics are based on maintaining and improving multiple candidate solutions.
Point-Based Heuristics. Two Tabu search procedures
have been presented in [34] . The first procedure has a simple neighbourhood structure aimed at eliminating critical paths. On the other hand, the neighbourhood structure in the second procedure is aimed at placing activities in parallel or deleting parallelity relations. The second procedure is based on the fact that each pair of activities can be in disjunction, conjunction, parallel, or flexible relation and a heuristic can convert new set of relations to a schedule.
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Sampling methods employ a schedule generation scheme and a priority rule and then generate different schedules by biasing the priority rule and converting the biased rule to a schedule. In [35] , based on extensive computational experiments, it has been indicated that the best metaheuristics perform consistently better than the best sampling approaches.
The bidirectional method presented in [36] and the hybrid multipass method presented in [19] can be considered as two effective point-based methods. The first procedure simultaneously employs forward and backward partial schedules and, in each iteration, among all eligible activities in the forward and backward directions, selects an activity based on a priority rule.
In the case where an activity can be scheduled in both directions, some other rules are employed to determine the direction in which the activity should be scheduled. Both partially constructed forward and backward schedules join to create a complete schedule. On the other hand, in the second procedure, a biased random sampling component is combined with forward-backward passes. The procedure performs iteratively forward and backward passes and is terminated as soon as no improvement is achieved.
An ant colony optimization procedure has been presented in [37] which employs artificial ants to search for good solutions through making step-by-step probabilistic decisions. These decisions, which are related to find the order of activities, are made based on the latest finish times of activities as well as positions in the activity list which have been found promising by other ants for placing each particular activity.
Using a simulated annealing method, the procedure presented in [38] employs an effective neighbourhood in which for finding the neighbours of an activity list first an activity is randomly selected and the positions of its latest predecessor and earliest successor are found. Then the selected activity can move to all the places between these two extreme points.
A large neighbourhood search presented in [39] fixes some parts of a decision vector and finds suitable values for the remaining variables as a subproblem. This can be performed through either an exact method or a heuristic. Since the method can be performed for several rounds, the information obtained in previous rounds can be used in a new round to improve the results.
A forceful move strategy, called enhanced move, has been presented in [40] that shifts an activity forward (backward) in any range along with its successors (predecessors), extending the left (right) limit of a boundary that an activity can shift.
The insertion technique presented in [41] deletes a number of activities from the activity list and inserts them in the activity list based on an inserting module, causing them to have a new and possibly more effective order. The inserting module searches all feasible positions to find the best insertion point for each activity to insert.
An annealing-like search procedure has been presented in [42] which, by cooling an initial environment, based on a decreasing temperature, converts the order of activities to a schedule. In general, the better the quality of a solution, the higher its chance of acceptance. In effect, when the temperature is very low, only improving solutions can replace the modified solution whereas when the temperature is high, the chance of selecting nonimproving solutions is not small. The authors have also used an effective jumping and walking mechanisms to improve the performance of their procedure.
Population-Based Heuristics.
A self-adapting genetic algorithm has been presented in [43] in which the decoding mechanism is determined through a gene in the sense that depending on the value of this gene, the serial or parallel schedule generation scheme is used for the decoding purposes. In [21] a two-phase method has been presented whose first phase consists of a combination of path relinking and scatter search. Whereas the path relinking component explores trajectories which connect elite solutions, the scatter search component employs the linear combinations of subsets of solution vectors, producing new schedules which inherit from the high quality schedules. This is done in a high quality population through using the spanned convex region of its schedules. The vicinity of the solution produced in the first phase is searched in depth to further improve its results in the second phase.
In the schedules generated by the genetic algorithm presented in [44] , no resource is kept idle for more than a predefined period if such resource could start at least one activity. In other words, in this genetic algorithm, the corresponding schedules vary between nondelay and active schedules. On the other hand, through generating both nondelay and active schedules, the population-based method presented in [45] uses a population of size 2 and iteratively replaces the individual with the worst quality with new individuals generated.
The genetic algorithm presented in [46] uses a multiagent model in which agents are placed in a lattice-like environment and through communicating with their neighbours improve their performance. In this lattice-like environment, each agent has four neighbours which can be changed in the search process.
Rather than using a lattice-like environment, the genetic algorithm used in [47] uses a simple pool with biased random keys as its representation and employs forward-backward concept as well as chromosome adjustment to reflect the improvement made in the solutions generated.
In general, crossover operators play a key role in the efficiency of population-based procedures, and hence the efforts made in [48, 49] in the development of peak crossover and magnet-based crossover, respectively, are worth mentioning.
The particle swarm optimization technique presented [50] adaptively eliminates invalidity of generated positions and guarantees the feasibility of these new positions. An operator called valid particle generator, which uses the in-and out-degree of activities shown in activity networks, performs this elimination. An adaptive inertia weight determines the effect of previous speed on the new speed.
Other Heuristics.
Among other heuristics presented for the problem are decomposition techniques. These heuristics decompose a project into a number of subprojects, and, after scheduling these subprojects separately, concatenate the results to find a solution for the original project. The Advances in Operations Research 5 decomposition procedures developed for the RCPSP are those presented in [51] [52] [53] [54] .
The hybrids presented in [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] can also be classified in this subsection.
Whereas the first hybrid combines neural networks with genetic algorithms, the second hybrid combines greedy selection with simulated annealing and Tabu search, and the third algorithm relies on forward-backward improvement in the context of scatter search and bidirectional path relinking.
The fourth hybrid is a hyperheuristic operating based on particle swarm optimization. By the term hyperheuristic, their authors mean an upper level heuristic which controls several other heuristics. The fifth hybrid is based on the concept of A-Team, which is a set of agents with a shared memory for keeping the best obtained solution obtained. The employed agents in this software environment use a combination of a simple local search, Tabu search, path relinking, and crossover-based techniques to produce solutions. In each iteration, with the chance of p, the worst solution in the team is replaced with a fresh random solution. The sixth hybrid employs a simulated annealing technique which fine-tunes the results obtained in a genetic algorithm using a pool of solutions.
The QGA
Using both lower and upper bounds to make the employed mathematical formulation of the problem as tight as possible, the QGA seeks to find the optimal solutions of problems through its tree search component. For problems whose optimal solutions cannot be guaranteed, the QGA can effectively trade precision with speed through substituting the integrality constrains in the corresponding binary integer linear programming model with penalties.
With removing the integrality constraints, the original binary variables can be set to any real number, between zero and one, and this makes the solution infeasible. The employed genetic algorithm makes this infeasible solution feasible with keeping makespan as low as possible. The quadratic programming problem generated and its solution strategy are aimed at keeping the relaxed binary variables near to 0 or 1 as much as possible, preventing the even distribution of these relaxed variables in their range of 0-1. Figure 3 depicts the modules of the QGA and the order in which they are employed.
As is seen the tree search module, which is aimed at finding an initial lower and upper bound for the problem is followed by an integer program, which tests whether or not the problem can be solved. In the case the optimal solution cannot be guaranteed within a specified time, a quadratic programming problem is generated through substituting the integrality constraints with a quadratic objective function. This is done as follows.
Assume is a variable which should be either 0 or 1. Instead of constraining with binary restriction, we can indicate that is real number between 0 and 1 and then add (1− ), in which is a large number, to our minimization objective function. Note that values which are not near 0 and 1 make the component of (1 − ) large and are expected to be avoided implicitly.
As is seen in Figure 3 , upon generating a solution by the quadratic programming, the braised random sampling is used to convert the solution in which each activity has different starting times with different weights to a feasible solution. In the last stage, the genetic algorithm uses these priorities to fill its initial pool and find a feasible schedule. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of the QGA.
As is seen in line (4) of the pseudocode, if the tree search obtains a solution, the QGA is terminated. Lines (7) through (14) of the pseudocode are performed based on the upper and lower bounds produced. Whereas finding the lower bound is involved with traversing the search tree in line (2) , the upper bound is found heuristically.
The objective function and constraints are constructed in lines (7), (8) , respectively. In line (9) , the binary integer program is constructed. Line (10) converts the integer programming model to the quadratic programming model through removing all integrality constraints and adding the penalty of (1− ) to the objective function for each original binary variable u, with being a large number. Line (13) converts the solution obtained by the quadratic programming technique to the priorities guiding the genetic algorithm. Finally, as line (14) indicates, these priorities are used by the employed genetic algorithm to produce a feasible solution for the problem.
As line (2) of the pseudocode indicates, the first operation performed by the QGA is the tree search. With respect to applying the QGA to the RCPSP, the employed tree search has been selected as the procedure presented in [61] .
The employed tree search starts by putting the null schedule at the root of tree and expanding partial schedules with minimum lower bound one after another. With expanding a partial schedule, new partial schedules are added to the tree as its leaf nodes, and the lower bound associated with each new partial schedule is calculated. The search stops when either a complete schedule is obtained or the time limit prevents it 6
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(1) PROCEDURE QGA() (2) Do tree search and find a lower bound.
(3) IF (Tree search has found a solution) (4) Print the solution as an optimal solution. (5) ELSE (6) Do Heuristic Search and find an upper bound. (7) Construct the objective function of a binary integer program. (8) Construct the constraints of the binary integer program. (9) Assemble the binary integer program. (10) In the integer program, replace all integerality constraints with the corresponding penalty. (11) Modify the objective function for preventing even distribution of variables in the range 0-1.
Solve the quadratic program (linear program with quadratic objective function). (13) Convert the solution obtained to the priorities directing the genetic algorithm. (14) Print the obtained solution by the genetic algorithm. SET TotalLongestPath to 0. (8)
FOR each activity (9) Add TotalLongestPath by the longest path of activity . (10) ENDFOR (11) SET to 1. // is index of semi binary variables. (12) FOR each activity (13) FOR each between the earliest and the latest start ofactivity (14) IF (activity is the ending activity of project) ( from expanding any partial schedule. Whereas, in the first case, it guarantees the optimality of the complete schedule constructed, in the second case, it provides a lower bound for the problem.
Upon the completion of the tree search and if the tree search has not guaranteed the optimality of the obtained schedule, the QGA, as is shown in lines (6)-(9) of the pseudocode presented in Algorithm 1, first computes an upper bound and then, based on this upper bound, constructs the objective function and constraints of the integer programming model. Substituting all integrality constraints with penalties, it then modifies the objective function to prevent the even distribution of variables in the range 0-1. Algorithm 2 presents the pseudocode of the module performing such modification.
As is seen in Algorithm 2, five different criteria are used, namely, F1 through F5. The first criterion, F1, is the original makespan criterion. The second criterion, F2, is the average starting times of activities, and associated with this criterion there is a constraint that forces makespan to be the same as the lower bound. Note that the removal of integrality constraints highly has relaxed the entire constraints and adding this new constraint cannot overtight them.
The third criterion, F3, is the weighted version of F2, in which the starting time of each activity is weighted by its corresponding longest path. This is aimed at forcing activities with larger longest path values to be started sooner.
The fourth criterion, F4, is a linear combination of the first and third criteria. As is seen in the pseudocode, the value of , which is between 0 and 1, determines the similarity of this criterion with each of its two components. The same is with the fifth criterion, F5, which is a linear combination of the first and fourth criteria.
As is shown in line (13) of the pseudocode presented in Algorithm 1, after modifying the objective function and solving the quadratic programming model, the QGA converts the obtained solution to the priorities guiding the genetic algorithm. Having completed the description of the QGA, the following discussion only applies to the application of the QGA to the RCPSP.
As a result of solving the quadratic programming model, a vector is obtained which can be portioned into portions, with each portion allocated to one of the activities. Assuming that the earliest start and latest finish times of activity are represented with ESi and LSi, respectively, then the first LS 1 − ES 1 + 1 elements of are associated with activity 1, its next LS 2 − ES 2 + 1 elements are associated with activity 2, and so forth.
Note that, in , the sum of elements associated with each activity is one, because, after all, an activity needs to be started between its earliest and latest start times, and removing integrality constraints eliminates the binary nature of starting time variables. The employed biased random sampling guarantees that the higher the value of a starting time for an activity, the higher the chance that the activity receives the corresponding starting time as its priory.
In the employed genetic algorithm, we have used the decoding discussed in [20] . Moreover, in line with [43] , a twopoint crossover operator has been employed and the genetic algorithm uses either serial or parallel schedule generation scheme as its decoding mechanism. In the same fashion stated in [43] , a gene determines whether the serial or parallel schedule generation scheme should be used, and another gene determines whether the forward or backward scheduling should be used.
Regardless of whether a serial or parallel schedule generation scheme is employed for the decoding purposes, a triplejustification mechanism has been applied to possibly enhance the result. By triple-justification, we mean a modification made on double justification [16] . For a schedule generated in a forward manner, in this modified structure, a backward scheduling is followed by a forward one which is followed by a second backward scheduling. For the schedules generated in the backward manner, the directions are reverse. In other words, for these cases, a forward scheduling is followed by a backward one, which is followed by a second forward scheduling.
Computational Results
A PC under Windows operating system with 2.5 GHZ speed and 8 MB RAM has been used to test the performance of the QGA on 600 benchmark instances with 120 activities in [62] . These instances are available in the PSPLIB, and in all of them the duration of activities has been drawn from the interval [1, 10] , with each instance including 4 types of resources.
As Figure 3 shows, the QGA have 5 components. MAT-LAB has been used for coding the quadratic programming component, and C++ has been used to program other four components.
First, with all of its five components, we tested the QGA on a small number of benchmark instances to find the speed of these components as well as of the effect of different parameters on their performance. Since the computer programs for these components are currently separate from one another, testing is a time-consuming task.
The experiments showed that whereas the combination of the first and last components, as boundary modules, works comparatively fast, adding the three middle components causes the QGA to require orders of magnitude more time than that required by those two boundary modules.
In effect, for nearly all tests performed, the quadric programming component could not solve an instance within 20 minutes. It seems this is mainly because of the concave components, in the form of (1 − ), in the objective function of the quadratic program.
One promising strategy to circumvent this difficulty could be to set a time limit and asking MATLAB to stop its quadratic programming process and send its intermediate output as soon as this time limit is reached. After all, we are not looking for an exact or even feasible solution; as such a solution is fine-tuned by the genetic algorithm module. Because, at this stage, the modules are separate from one another; this strategy, despite all of its merits, was not used, and. for practicality purposes, we simply bypassed the three middle components, combining only components 1 and 5, in a single procedure. Note that in the cases where the first component can find an optimal solution, the fifth component is not called at all. Moreover, the fifth component has to create its initial genomes randomly without using the results obtained in the first or middle components.
The population size and the number of generations in the fifth component were set to 200 and 63, leading to the generation of 50400, 200 * 4 * 63, schedules. The number 4 in this calculation has appeared because triple-justification increases the number of each schedule from 1 to 4, 1 + 3. We also assigned 0.5 seconds to the first component. In this way, it takes, on average, 5 seconds for each of 600 instances to be solved. For this setting, the average percentage deviation from the CPM (Critical Path Method) lower bound is 30.76%.
The results produced for these 600 instances have also been compared with the best available solutions in the PSPLIB. This comparison shows that, for 297 of these instances, the produced solution is equal to the best available solution in the literature. Moreover, on average, the percentage deviation from the best available solutions for other 303 instances is 1.9%.
Conclusion
The binary integer programming technique and the genetic algorithm are two distinctly different solution strategies for solving combinatorial optimization problems. In this regard, the keystone of the QGA is its ability of combining binary integer programming with a genetic algorithm.
The QGA uses quadratic programming, which is the process of solving a special type of mathematical optimization problem with linear constraints but quadratic objective function. It is aimed at managing an exploration-exploitation trade-off by activating its quadratic programming component for identifying a high quality area, which is thoroughly searched by its genetic algorithm component.
The QGA can be applied to many combinatorial optimization problem, like the flow shop [63] and job shop scheduling [64] , but in this paper, it was solely applied to the RCPSP.
Its application to the RCPSP showed that, among its five components, the combination of the first and last components works comparatively fast. It also showed that the main problem with the QGA is that (1− ) is a concave function of , and this increases the execution time of its quadratic programming component.
This means that the genetic algorithm cannot use the solutions produced by the middle components to guide its search and has to create its initial pool randomly. Two solutions to this issue may be envisaged.
The first solution is to set a time limit and force the quadratic program to stop and output the intermediate solution upon reaching that time limit. After all, the solutions produced by the quadratic program need not be exact, or even feasible, as it is the responsibility of the genetic algorithm to make these solutions feasible. The second solution is to find penalties that are easier to handle.
The performance of the framework can also be improved by augmenting a module which can learn the best values of the parameters. This learning process can occur based on the characteristics of the problem at hand. For instance, a new genetic algorithm can be employed in which different genes represent different parameters. In such a modified algorithm, the solution obtained through the corresponding parameters determines the fitness of parameters.
In many circumstances, binary integer programs are extremely time-consuming. On the other hand, genetic algorithms, if guided correctly, can produce high quality solutions in short time. Integrating binary integer programming techniques with genetic algorithms, as two distinct but powerful solution strategies, is of prime importance and requires considerable attention.
